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If you're familiar with Google, you probably know they're reserved when it comes to their operations. There is not much information available on the system that Uses Google Calendar. Still, there are some aspects of Google's operations that are publicly known. As for the rest, we can make some assumptions about what's going on behind the scenes. It helps
to imagine the Google Calendar system as a client/server system. A client is an entity that requests a service. The server is the part of the system that provides a service. Both the client and server can have special software that allows them to interact with each other. In addition, a single computer may act as a client and server. On the server side of Google
Calendar, Google uses the Java programming language to create applications. Sun Microsystems developed Java as an object-oriented computer programming language. Programs created with Java can exist independently of other programs. These are the Java applications that handle all the data in the Google Calendar backend. Google Calendar users
see the client side of the system. It consists of a Javascript-enhanced Web page. Javascript and Java are not the same. The Java language allows developers to create programs ranging from full applications to smaller applets. Developers use Javascript to strengthen web services. They cannot use it to create programs that work outside of a web browser
experience. That ends everything Google outsiders know about the Google Calendar system. But we can make some guesses about other details: Google tends to use relatively inexpensive hardware for its systems. Instead of investing in cutting-edge technology that can handle terabytes of data, Google buys cheap hardware that integrates with existing
networks seamlessly. While the hardware does not have all the most expensive equipment bells and whistles, it serves its purpose. Because it's cheap, it doesn't cost much to add more capacity to the system, which means it's scalable. A possible hardware layout would include application servers and database servers. The application server would process
the programs that make Google Calendar possible, including integration with other Google applications. Database servers act as storage. Google can also use a control or administrative server that acts as a gatekeeper. One of the trade-offs when using cheap hardware is reliability. Cheap machines tend to break down more often than expensive ones.
Google knows that this can happen, and in fact designs its file systems around it. Google stores the same data in equipment, a practice known as redundancy. When one server fails, another can take its place almost instantly. Google's goal is to reduce service interruptions as much as possible while retaining user data. Google doesn't how many machines
you run services like Google Calendar. But Google has several huge data centers. A data center is a building that houses computer equipment, usually stored on metal shelves called shelves. A large data center can host thousands of servers. How many of those servers run Google Calendar? That's only known to people within Google. Want to learn more
about Google apps and related information? Schedule some time with the links on the next page. Some people still prefer notebooks to digital calendars, but the best calendar apps offer convenient access and have a variety of advanced features that aren't available with physical calendars. It's easy to see why so many users have switched to calendar apps
for personal and business use. In our Google Calendar review, we'll cover the platform's features and capabilities to help you decide if it's the right choice for you or your organization. While Google Calendar faces strong competition from Any.do and other major alternatives, it remains one of our favorite calendar apps today. You can sign up for Google
Calendar here. Google Calendar: Plans and Prices If you use other Google Workspace apps like Documents and Sheets, you won't be surprised to know that Google Calendar is also free. The main features of the app are the same regardless of whether you pay for a Workspace subscription and free users get 15 GB of cloud storage. A paid subscription is
not required for Calendar or any other workspace productivity app, but it introduces several useful features. For example, you can set up custom emails for you and your employees, access more cloud storage, book conference rooms, and set up shared calendars for your business. Google Workspace subscriptions have many benefits for businesses, but
most differences don't apply to Google Calendar (Google Calendar: FeaturesGoogle Calendar has a relatively simple design, but it's still surprisingly robust when it comes to adding events and sharing your calendar. It's also easy to share specific calendars with other users, for example, you may want to share your work calendar with co-workers without
giving them access to the rest of their schedule. Your Google calendar is stored in the cloud, so changes made to one device will be immediately reflected on all other devices that have access to that device In other words, you'll never have to worry about syncing events between your smartphone or computer. The app also integrates seamlessly with other
Workspace apps, such as Gmail and Google Meet. You can quickly create a connected video conferencing meeting or configure the event to trigger a reminder email or push notification before it starts. This makes Google Calendar a great choice for individuals and businesses who are already in the Google ecosystem. Google Calendar integrates with
Gmail, Google Meet and other workspace productivity apps (image credit: Google)Google Calendar: Interface and in useGoogle Calendar is based on a simple and professional design to keep your calendar as neat as possible. You can view one day, four days, one week, one month, or one full year at a time, or set the calendar to simply display a list of
events. Similar options are available in the mobile app, which offers an equally intuitive experience on a smaller screen. Google Calendar can display daily, weekly, or monthly schedules or a list of upcoming events (Image Credit: Google)Users with crowded calendars can organize their events by sorting them into separate calendars and color-coding by
category. Considering the simplicity of its design, Google Calendar is surprisingly flexible and easy to use, even for relatively complex workflows and busy schedules. You can further expand its possibilities by downloading one of the countless plugins available for Google Calendar.Google Calendar: SupportGoogle Workspace subscribers can get priority
support, but free users still have access to a decent range of support resources. Simply click on the question mark icon near the top of the screen in order to get help with the app. After you select Help, you can search for support articles by keyword. You can also click the Help Center to view more articles or visit The Google Support Forums. Unfortunately,
there is no easy way to contact Google directly unless you have a workspace subscription. The Help Center has helpful guides on most Google Calendar tools and settings (Image Credit: Google)Google Calendar: SecurityGoogle Calendar is not protected with additional passwords or other protections, so your events are as secure as your Google Account.
The easiest way to make your Google Account more secure is to enable two-factor authentication, which asks for approval for each new sign-in. Be sure to enable two-factor authentication on your Google Account if you're concerned about your privacy (Image Credit: Google), plus paid workspace subscribers get access to group-level security policies.
Enterprise-level users get even more advanced features, such as data loss prevention, S/MIME encryption, and context-aware access. By sharing a calendar, you can send it directly to other users or make it accessible Publicly accessible calendars can also be configured to display event details or only if you're busy or available at any given time. The free
availability of competitionGoogle Calendar is a significant competitive advantage compared to some other options, making it a strong alternative to the Microsoft Office Outlook application. As another example, Any.do also restricts key features such as color coding and customizable recurring events to on the other hand, Google Calendar's place in the
Workspace ecosystem also makes it a little less accessible. For example, while Any.do Premium subscribers can easily set up location-based reminders, Google only offers that feature in Google Keep, a note-taking app, instead of Google Calendar.Final verdict If you're looking for a calendar for you or your business, Google Calendar is clearly one of the
best calendar apps. It's even more practical for those who already use other Google apps and want to integrate those workflows into their digital calendars. In addition, the availability of free add-ons makes Google Calendar more flexible than it initially seems. Considering that it is totally free to use, it is difficult to find a better offer than Google Calendar.
Along with Documents, Sheets, Slides, and other applications, Google Workspace is one of the best options for free office software today. You can sign up for Google Calendar here. We have introduced the best collaboration software. Reader Alex writes with his ubergeeky solution to quickly publish new events to his Google calendar using an AutoHotkey
script and a small command-line utility. To configure the same shortcut key by yourself, you'll need to extract the script and utilities to a directory, add your Google Calendar account information to the login file.txt and, after you start the script, you can use Win+G to display the dialog box to add an event to Google Calendar. You have included a compiled
version in the package, but the source code is included if you want to change the hot key to something else. Click the link for full download and writing, including the utility source code. If you prefer to integrate your quick add-on capability into Launchy, you can use the command-line executable to do so, or you can use the Google Calendar plugin, or even
learn how to take Launchy beyond the app's launch. Windows only: Add events to your Google calendar on the go with the launch of Google Calendar... Read moreAutoHotkey: Quickly add to Google Calendar [Only an asterisk]G/O Media you can get a package of commission2: Juku STEAM Coding Kits Kits
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